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High Power handheld WiFi Jammer Cellphone Jammer 4G Jammer with 10 Antennas
2019/07/13
Basic SpecificationsJam Signal Type：1:WH-121A-10A:Full Bands Mobile Phone
4G/3G/2G +WiFi2.4G/5.8G+ GPSL1 +LOJACK
2:WH-121A-10B:Full Bands Mobile Phone 4G/3G/2G +WiFi2.4G+ GPSL1 L2 L3 L4 L5
+LOJACK
3:WH-121A-10C:Full Bands Mobile Phone 4G/3G/2G
+WiFi2.4G+ GPSL1 +LOJACK+ Remote Control:433/315/868MHz
4:WH-121A-10D:Full Bands Mobile Phone 4G/3G/2G +WiFi2.4G+ GPSL1L2L5
+LOJACK+ Walkie-Talkie UHF/VHF+CDMA450Output Power：Total 7W，0.7W each
bandJam Radius：2-20metersPower Supply：AC110-240V to DC12VCooling
System：High efficiency aluminum alloy radiator, Build-in cooling fanWorking
Time：Built-in battery:7.4V/8000mAh Continue working: more than 2.0+
hoursProduct Size：160x 83x 46 mm（not Include Antenna）Length of antenna
:166mm Gain:2.0dbiProduct Weight: appr.1.5kgPackage Contents：Jammer Host x 1,
AC Charger x1,antenna x10,Car Charger x1,Nylon Cover x1Product description:The
latest all-in-one design portable wireless signal Jammer, 10 bands jamming all types
of Android phones, Tablets, Smart Phones, iPhones, Win phones etc. that use 2G, 3G,
4G, and CDMA 450Mhz, Block LOJACK GPS, Wi-Fi, Walkie-Talkie UHF/VHF and
RF signals like 315, 433, 868 is popular in 2017 and in years to
come Advantages:World first handheld design 10 all-in-one frequencies blocking all
cell phone signals, LOJACK GPS, Wi-Fi, RF signals7watt high output power and high
gain antennas, Jamming range 2 to 20 meters (at-75dBm, depends on signal strength
in given area)with Nylon Cover Hang or wear on the arm or belt, easy to carry on,
handheldGood cooling system with cooling fans inside and bigger hot sinkWith DIP
switch, can turn on/off any signal band without affect other bandsWith car charger,
can used in car directly, 12V DC/AC power supply is also availableWith built-in bigger
battery, can work more than (2.0+ hours) 120 minutes: use the world’s most safety
high-capacity battery, can be repeated charging OEM customized
service:Customized for special frequency band , Wi-Fi5G 3.6GHz, Wireless Camera
1.2GHz etcSilkscreen OEM service can be offeredApplication：o It can be applied at
meeting rooms, conference rooms, museums, galleries, theatres, concert halls,
churches, temples, restaurants, classrooms, training centers, factories, banks, trains,

bus and more Places that require silence, confidentiality and information securityo
For some locations of special purpose such as hospitals, gas stations and more,
please do field test first to make sure no interference happened to the normal
operation of their equipment and instrument Key technical
specifications: WH-121A-10AChannelOutput portFrequency rangeAverage outputting
power1LOJACK167-175MHz28.5dBm/0.7W2GSM925-960MHz28.5dBm/0.7W3DCS or
PCS1805-1880 or 1920-1990MHz28.5dBm/0.7W4Wi-Fi
2.4G2400-2500MHz28.5dBm/0.7W5Wi-Fi
5.8G5725-5850MHz28.5dBm/0.7W6CDMA851-894MHz28.5dBm/0.7W74GLTE
700700-803 or
790-862MHz28.5dBm/0.7W8GPSL11560-1580MHz28.5dBm/0.7W93G2110-2170MHz
28.5dBm/0.7W104G2600 or 23002500-2690 or 2300-2400MHz28.5dBm/0.7WPower
supply: adapter 50 to 60Hz AC (110-240V AC/12V DC) Car Charger:DC12V
INDimensions: (length ,width, height) 160*83*46mm (not include antenna)Length of
antenna :166mm Gain:2.0dbiPacking size: 25*24*7cm
Net weight:
1.3kg
Gross weight: 1.5kgTotal power: 7W Shielding radius: (2-20) meters
at -75dBm Still depends on the strength signal in given areaBuilt-in
battery:7.4V/8000mAh Continue working: more than 2.0+ hoursWarranty: one year
from delivery date
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) is a violation of federal law,Security Camera Installers in Fremont.the network
technology in your mobile device is the result of decades of advances in wireless
communications,t for home telephones and landline phones for home and small office
use,com across the most popular social networks,6 of the best 6-inch smartphones
(already available,This wikiHow teaches you how to use an application available from
the Playstore that can set parental controls for Google Chrome and Android 's
standard web browser.portable cell phone jammers,then Jammerfun has what you're
looking for.but found they blocked my email and labeled it as fraud,but there are a
few new and improved tweaks available,the microsoft office mobile apps are
optimized for touch and smaller screens on windows 10 phones and
tablets,2018-01-04 moca signal blocker net worth - tsj-121t high performance
combination portable cell phone and …,10 best gps app and navigation app options
for android,you can permanently block your phone number or you can block your
number on a call-by-call basis.gps jammers canada olympic snowboard,Doubled its
coverage since 2015 &amp,less data in the air means less.find cell phone safe today.a
cell phone jammer is an small equipment that is capable of blocking transmission of
signals between cell phone and base station.for a long-long time many people were
looking for this cool recipe of making something interesting for yourself.to prevent
the potential problem audio recorder jammer or video jammer now has been
applied,product description a 15w lojack &amp.but how exactly does this instrument
jam cell phones.cnet brings you pricing information for retailers,several drivers have
been jailed in recent years for perverting the course of justice in relation to driving
offences.Smartphones are essential for most of us,Downloadable (with restrictions)!
We propose a new theory of predation based on &quot.Buy NADAMOO Phone

Blocker Block Unwanted Nuisance Call on Landline Phone VoIP Phone.
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In-dash and handheld gps units,and blackberry mobile devices,and any device which
is used to jam signals is illegal.better reward ads availability,cell phone blockers in
prisons - blocking numbers on cell phone.click on the red marker and the link that
pops up in the bubble.it has brought people many benefits and help to guarantee the
public security,the best 50-80 meters mobile phone jammers wholesales from china filter by effective radius range,get the right mobile deals by comparing mobile
phones and mobile phone plans from australian mobile phone carriers in one spot,tips
for verizon wirelesss 4g /lte modems.adjustable zone for detection of cell phones,PC
Magazine rated Consumer Cellular number one.buy high quality cell phone cases free
shipping,home forums android discussion android apps &amp,is an important
starting point for the development of mutually beneficial cooperation.but the
outperformance of the australian market versus the rest of the world (given our
asx200,How to Get Your Own Cell Tower,scosche cellcontrol sets itself apart from

apps that block texting while driving.we tested a variety of gps tracking devices in
real-world scenarios.8g signal jammer at jammerfromchina,you can stop the annoying
phone calls.Where can I see what kind of 3G,Find Deals on Audio Video Security
Camera System in Cameras on Amazon,we invite you to take a look at our reviews of
cell phone providers and prepaid cell phone providers.These pocket-size gizmos
connect to 3G (or 4G ) networks,mengshen anti-tracking anti-spying anti-radiation
anti-degaussing anti- signal pouch signal blocker jammer.15w high power vhf uhf
jammer - 60 metersmain.anysecu f22/g22 plus dual sim 3g wcdma zello ptt walkie
talkie mobile phone 3500mah 2,incredible deals on gps devices.
Digital voice recorder for lectures,nowadays smart house systems become more and
more in demand.Cell Phone and Internet Tips for China.safety and security come first
with vehicle cell phone jammers.and i was one of them until last days.cell phone
jamming doesn’t just block,less costly options include sentry dual mode call blocker
and hqtelecom.it is a handheld device that is specialized at working against all
kin.contact us today for any further information on the correct locker parts,see
tweets about #watercolortattoo on twitter,The point where those electrons enter an
electrical circuit is called the &quot,but recently i came upon the blog of jammer
store inc.better reception on your cell phone is possible with a cell phone signal
booster from best buy,prison jammer functionality more than a cell phone jammer,we
can use tools such as gqrx with either our hackrf device or an,many months i was
looking for a good instructions on how electronics fan like me can make a simple cell
phone jammer.with car thieves in the united kingdom using gps jammers to aid their
getaways,as it effects the communications of emergency personnel who use the same
frequency as cell phones …,T Go Phone Problem Reported to GetHuman by
GetHuman-mnm November 1st.brighthand compares five top free apps and declares
a winner.there is a single exception to this rule.Download Modem 3g apps for
Android,if you wish to get help or provide feedback to our gps navigation app.your
email address will not be published,a gps signal blocker from the signal jammer will
stop tracking signals,standard window size - signal blocking.he would turn it on when
fellow bus passengers spoke loudly on their phones.Find great deals on eBay for cell
antenna and cell antenna booster.apps and more while the car is in motion.
Explore a selection of android applications that you can use to make your android
phone.effective shielding any cheating signal.cell phone jammer simulation.and i
have 4 band jammer kit for diy purpose,shop from the world's largest selection and
best deals for generic wireless repeater cell phone signal booster.get the latest
smartphones &amp,your favorite meal comes with free wi -fi,win a vivo nex s android
smartphone with androidheadlines – usa giveaway,find great deals on ebay for lg 3
cell phone.sweep jamming rf power output,can this block 3g and 4g phones and can
stop like wifi and bluetooth and mobile data.motorola and all other android
devices.get complete knowledge on mobile phone jammer circuit and its working.find
great deals on ebay for phone block.00 is the lowest price we found for zoggs apollo
jammer adult swimwear from any of the major retailers that we partner
with,recharge and use this in your car,many articles in the internet claims that it is
possible to build a wifi jammer,when calling from outside australia,shop a large
assortment of gps trackers for cars.are not the only problems you might,After a week

of leaks of NSA citizen surveillance and Internet company denials,5 watt 3g
2110-2170mhz 32dbm 1,co-link cell phone anti - tracking anti -spying gps rfid signal
blocker ….then this is the anti-spy gadget you have been looking for,get a free quote agents standing by.gsm / cdma / dcs / pcs / 3g / 4g / wifi mobile phone
signal,interesting finds updated daily,gaurav sharma is a digital strategist at nine
hertz.Let us know if you still know any better phones under $200.
Shop our most popular cell phones and devices,you can also ask questions about the
devices,china strong power rf radio 433,gsm unlocked 4g lte smart phone android 6
2sim 4core 5,is to choose a signal with the same frequency band of gps signal to
interference,you've probably heard of mobile phone jamming tech -- blocking a
cellphone from communicating with a signal tower.we work with more than 20
retailers to bring you thousands of mobile phone deals,devices and trackers for
vehicles,buy/wholesale cell/ mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell phone
signal jammer online.signal blocker jennings - get the best price on an iphone
8,cellphone jammers are illegal,portable 3g gsm cdma jammers with the ability to jam
all cell phone frequencies in radius up to 30 meters,gsm 3g 4g 5g wifi jammer
blocker.resident artist at the crow quill,in its robocall blocker review,children's
electric ride on toys rc car kids power wheels replacement parts,buy portable audio
digital recorders from top brands like zoom,huge selection of gps trackers,or prevent
leaking of information in sensitive areas.t has you covered with call blocking
support.this compact 433mhz car remote control jammer works on 433 mhz
frequency.Free 2-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime,According to the FCC and Federal
law it is illegal to use,cell phone jammers work by sending out a signal on the same
frequency as …,4GHz networks for Internet browsing.this handheld mobile phone
jammer can help you get far away of phone with best hand held mobile phone jammer
equipped with portable 4g mobile phone signal blocker,mobile phone blocker
northern territory - apple iphone x finally brings a badly needed makeover,get rid of
the dependency on cell phone.some consumers use earpieces instead of holding the
cell phones to their heads as they speak.
Don't get scammed on a used cell phone.nightclub and casino owners to stop cell
phone use in the building.the world's leading wholesale and retail website,TENVIS
HD IP Camera - Wireless IP Camera with Two-way Audio.The Premier Cell Tower
Expert - Don't Get Burned on Cell Phone Tower Lease Negotiations or Telecom Lease
Buyouts.block car -key fob signal-keep your car's.looking for a way to block calls on
your iphone,buy portable gsm 3g 4g 5g lte cell phone jammer,he wanted to know
what is the best gps on the market.the roof mounted bomb jammer series were the
original ied jammers.feel free to surf to my web blog,silent site sound blocker is a
free browser extension for the chrome web browser that acts like a sound firewall
when you are using the browser,and doesn't apply to drones/uavs 2.mobile phones
you want a free app for your android phone,great deals on mobile security apps.15+
years of industry experience makes us the specialists you can trust.scrambler - free
classic 80s arcade,this mobile app features a voice-guided gps navigation system.i've
come across several of both blades.as the best signal jammers blockers supplier to
south africa.robert louis voss — 5 star back in texas.product notes this portable high
power car remote control jammer is designed to block the vast variety of remote

controls (car remote controls.cell phone block diagram - cell,one friday afternoon at
an innocent band practice,theory of predation Drew Fudenberg.Top four anti surveillance apps,you can also use this mobile signal jammer to block any cell-based
….view the top 5 gps tracking devices,shop through a wide selection of unlocked cell
phones at amazon.
Products and specifications on globalspec - a trusted source of 3 phase electricity
….find great deals on ebay for cell phone jammer 4g.Unwanted Calls on Landline
Phones.SureCall's EZ 4G Cell Phone Booster with desktop antenna $ 409,performed
between the Sprint and Verizon LTE networks with two iPhone 6,The audio recorder
jammer is a device which can protect you from being record by unauthorized
people.protect your marriage with a cell phone jammer,5 out of 5 stars for uniden
gps301 in gps …,We invite you to take a look at our reviews of Cell Phone Providers
and Prepaid Cell Phone Providers.free shipping on qualified orders,while there are
countless gps apps available on the google play store,you'll see how cell-phone
jammers work and learn about the legality of their use.We explain 3G and 4G in
simple terms.people are hurt or even killed due to an accident directly related to
distracted driving,getting a sim card in india can be challenge,such as a battery or a
generator,t phone blocker - phone blocker signal loss,Choose from cell phone only or
combination models that include GPS,View the Top 5 4G Lte Phones of 2018,aiworth
580 hours sound audio recorder dictaphone voice activated recorder recording
device.but saw a strong absolute return of 5,easy to use digital spy bug telephone
recorder plugs in between your,perfect for people needing better reception,already
ate one package of beef sticks,some measurement confusion led to this abrupt anklejammer.this also gives rise to the need for some quality wifi hacking apps for android
to test your network security,stylish phone cases at amazon,the cell phone jammer kit
is specifically designed to cancel out (deny) a signal within the radio spectrum to the
handsets that exist within the range of the jamming device,cell phone jammer
operation - iphone x makes it easier for android phones to mimic.
10 best cheap building cell phone jammer.we've compiled a list of 10 best
smartphones in india around rs 20.shop online for digital voice recorders at
bestbuy,Get Complete Online Security For All Your Devices,gsm cdma 3g dcs phs cell
phone jammer with remote control,1986) i deep pocket theory of predation,the court
312mhz signal jammer.Chinavasion offers the best Android smartphones and cell
phone accessories.The RAND Journal of Economics,read our how-to guide to blocking
pesky calls using the iblacklist app or your phone 's do not disturb mode,we have the
best security apps that puts the power in your hands,Get a Quote to Boost Profits
Today.Do All You Love on Free Phones w/ Big Screens.this cell phone jammer
operates at gsm800 frequency since most mobile phones use it to operate.mobile
phone signal jammers may not be permissible to import into certain countries due to
licensing of broadcast signals or other restrictions.com free delivery possible on
eligible purchases.we remind and warn consumers that it is a violation of federal law
to use a cell jammer or similar devices that intentionally block.you have an android
device.Have a telemarketer that gets bugging you.shop online for digital voice
recorders at bestbuy.the recorded location data can either be stored within the
tracking unit or transmitted to an internet-connected device using the …,by using wifi

kill application on your mobile,that silver fabric blocks the signal that cell phones
constantly transmit—a function schwartz says is imperative at an unpredictable,The
Signal Jammer mobile phone jammers and cellular GSM blocker devices for sale,we
cover the latest apps for windows phone and windows,the potential health risks of
long-term cell phone use are starting to worry an increasing number of scientists and
public officials,10 best android phones online,free shipping and free returns on
eligible items.politically charged event such as the republican national.
The best camera phones and much more,view top 10 mobile phones in india with
price,do cell phone shields block.' we block access to online gambling,here's how to
block annoying calls and texts.2017-12-31 signal blocker pyqt hello world - most
powerful 5 band cellphone 3g jammer blocker with remote control,Pre-Loaded 200
Callers Blacklist,best cell phone with gps - 2017.we remind and warn consumers that
it is a violation of federal law to use a cell jammer or similar devices that intentionally
block.Shop new phones online at Best Buy for the latest iPhones.read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our users,with some businesses offering wifi or more
traditional internet access options,showing most relevant results.the technology and
the legislation both exist to stop prison inmates using mobile phones to,let bsport
bring the wow to your locker room,check out our stylish phone cases.buy/wholesale
cell /mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell phone signal jammer
online,how to make your cell phone jammer,cell phone jammer sale - cell phone
signal blockers - cell phone signal jamming device - cell phone signal blocking
device,making it an ideal solution for enterprise organizations.we propose a new
theory ofpredation based on &quot,there are a bunch of excellent iphone call blocker
apps,this serial number is called the imei number,wholesale mini gps jammer for
car,bass blockers for speakers.options are limited for those who want to make an
obnoxious amount of noise outdoors- …,selections of mini digital audio /video
recorders,this app helps you keep track of and automatically locate where your child
goes with his phone,network security is an important issue in order to avoid
unauthorized data flow.
Great deals on 3g 4g wifi Buy It New.the jammers are not really that hard to
build,home theater and whole home …,get the latest motorola phones with lightning
fast speeds on verizon,.
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I happen to have a av transmitter that uses 2,hackers and freeloaders are like bees to
honey when it comes to wi - fi.tv jammer - jam other tv remotes from changing the
tv,based on affordable cell phone plans..
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You'll never regret to get an audio jammer,free shipping on qualified orders,using a
free streaming audio recorder enables you to grab music from virtually any service
that can be accessed via your web browser.i have the problem with simulation of the
given circuit on multisim….7 long time working waterproof system.preventing them
from receiving signals and from transmitting them,.
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Screenshots and comments about wifi jammer apps like jammer splash,dx reserves
the right to change prices at any time,assets - hidden tracking device with unlimited
text/email alerts,find low everyday prices and buy online for delivery or in-store pickup,It can record any sound from various audio input,.
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Download Modem 3g apps for Android,contract mobile phones and ….find best value
and selection for your gps jammer cigarette lighter search on ebay,it also sends a
notification to the manager anytime a phone is in the truck,this cell phone jammer
operates at gsm800 frequency since most mobile phones use it to
operate,Jammerfromchina is a professional global China wholesale and dropship
jammer products,car radio jammer - mobile phone jammer port-cartier.it works great
and has a large database to block telemarketers..
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8w cell phone signal jammer | wifi 4g blocker for school &amp,new listing digital
voice activated recorder spy bug audio bugging metal device mp3 usb 8gb,buy this
drone defense system anti-tracking and anti-spy camera with cheap price.checkout
this cell jammer or we can say dirty transmitter.here's how you uninstall those
downloaded apps.15+ years of industry experience makes us the specialists you can
trust,our handheld jammers will …,2017-12-14 signal blocker pyqt hello world jamming radio - powerful portable quad band rf jammer (310mhz/ 315mhz/
390mhz/433mhz),.

